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GoPro HERO 7 Black camera. The most advanced sports camera in the GoPro camera series, equipped with a number
of functions, thanks to which everyday recording has become even easier and more accurate. The new GoPro HERO 7
Black has: a durable housing, waterproof up to 10 meters, a readable and easy-to-use LCD screen, control by voice
commands, several recording modes, single, series and time-lapse photos. The new GoPro HERO 7 Black camera also
has full compatibility with add-ons and accessories from the HERO 5 and HERO 6 Black models. GoPro HERO 7 Black
camera gives new recording possibilities: 4K at 60 frames / sec., FullHD 1080p in 240 frames / sec. Pictures can be
taken in JPEG and RAW with a resolution of 12MP. The new GP1 image processor used in the HERO 7 Black model
has an additional 2GB of RAM memory. The most important advantages of the new GoPro Hero 7 STABILIZATION
Thanks to the faster and more efficient image processor, very good image stabilization has been achieved, which gives
the effects that have been obtained so far by making movies with the gimbal. HyperSmooth in GoPro HERO 7 Black is
currently the best stabilization in sports cameras, working efficiently in both good and slightly worse lighting. The digital
form of eliminating shocks is also much safer for the camera than the optical one when the camera falls - there are no
moving lens elements that could be damaged. TIMEWARP The new camera mode, which easily stabilizes time-lapse
photos, ensuring a perfectly smooth image, without unnecessary jumps and image shakes, which will definitely affect the
quality of movies accelerated with GoPro HERO 7 Black. This mode also works HyperSmooth stabilization, which
translates into the elimination of vibrations in the recording. STREAMING Thanks to GoPro HERO 7 Black, you can
stream live on the Facebook Live platform (in 720p quality), and the material can be further saved in high quality on the
microSD card. The material transfer is stable thanks to the connection to the GSM network of the smartphone you are
using. PORTRAIT MODE The new GoPro camera provides the ability to record vertically. Thanks to this, after
downloading the material, you can share it on Instagram, Snapchat or other social media. NEW INTERFACE The Hero
7 camera has an easier and more intuitive interface to change settings, which means that you can quickly adjust the
best parameters to the conditions. An improvement over HERO 6 Black is also the transparent menu, which gives you
the opportunity to adjust the frame even when changing settings. The 2 "high resolution LCD display is responsible for
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good visibility and transparency of the system. SHORT VIDEOS GoPro HERO 7 Black allows 12
you
to automatically
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create short shots lasting 15 or 30 seconds, which significantly increases the dynamism of movies, and also allows
easier editing without cutting out unnecessary parts of the recording. LOW-LIGHT The image processor is
strengthened in terms of operational memory, it easily supports higher matrix sensitivities in worse lighting conditions,
effectively depriving recordings and photos of the unpleasant noise that you have encountered so far. SMART
SCENERY RECOGNITION The new GoPro camera will also recognize where it was used. City, forest, beach, group
photo or other places? Thanks to the QuikStories function, the GoPro Hero 7 black camera is able to effectively sort the
material, creating even better shots. SuperPhoto The new SuperPhoto photo mode will achieve even better photo
results by enhancing the details and giving a great-looking color. BETTER AUDIO QUALITY Currently, thanks to better
microphones and new software, the HERO 7 Black camera has an even cleaner soundtrack. All this thanks to digital
noise reduction and high-pass gate effectively eliminate unwanted background noise. FAST CHARGING This function
allows you to charge the camera without problems in a short time. The recommended charger is the GoPro
Supercharger. Elements of the set Included: - GoPro HERO 7 Black camera - mounting frame - battery - mounting
clip - screw - adhesive element for a flat surface - adhesive element on a curved surface - USB-C cable Gopro brand
products purchased in our store have a 24-month warranty implemented in Poland by the official GoPro distributor,
FreeWay OMT sp. Z oo
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